Implement Network Cyber-security with Managed WiFi

Managed WiFi Cybersecurity Controls

- Access control to the network, choose to authorize the device or authorize the user.
- Device authorization via a database of device MAC addresses, monitoring of MAC duplication (MAC spoofing).
- User authorization via a database of passwords that permit the user to access on any device.
- User authentication can also be made using 2-factor authentication (code via text).
- Block Internet access to categories of websites evaluated as harmful (Cisco Umbrella).
- Block access to services that might be used to install a Trojan virus, for example, personal email accounts.
- Monitor the WiFi network for attempted unauthorized access.

Managed WiFi is a technology that was developed to control and monitor the use of WiFi networks in order to protect the WiFi network from access by unauthorized devices that may be used by hackers to steal information, of lock-down the business database using Ransomware.

1. SECURITY ASSESSMENT
   Ensure that the business WiFi network is included in the security assessment, consider upgrading the encryption from WPA2 to WPA2-enterprise or WPA3 to make hacking harder.

2. DEPLOYMENT OF SECURITY PROTECTIONS
   In addition to the Internet firewall and business email filtering to remove harmful links, consider adding the Managed WiFi cybersecurity controls listed in the box at left.

3. ON-GOING MONITORING
   The Managed WiFi access control provides a real-time display of attempted accesses to the WiFi network. Monitor the situation and block access to unauthorized MAC addresses that request an IP address.

4. ADDITIONAL BENEFITS OF MANAGED WiFi
   Managed WiFi will monitor the performance of the WiFi network and can provide a failure alarm when any WiFi device fails. This is very important as a wireless access point failure is not noticed because the wireless device will connect to another wireless access point further away with a slower data speed. Eventually users will complain that the “network is slow”. The managed WiFi device failure detection will identify the device that must be replaced.
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